Schleiermacher-Promotionsprogramm for
individual doctoral candidates

20 memberships for individual doctoral candidates at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
and their supervisors
Please send us your application October 03 till 23, 2016 as email with the following documents as
one pdf-file (max. 4 MB) to schleiermacher-promotionsprogramm@hu-berlin.de (no paper version
please with ordinary post):
-

signed supervision agreement (Betreuungsvereinbarung – see please the form at
https://www.hu-berlin.de/promovierende/betreuung)
curriculum vitae and some more information about yourself
brief description (max. 500 words) of the doctoral project, current state with rough time scheme
and work plan, milestones, vision,
short explanation why you apply (max. 300 words) for this program
recommendation and approval by his/her supervisors
enrolment as doctoral candidate at HU Berlin.

The Schleiermacher-Doctoral Program is open for all individual doctoral researchers at HU,
working on their theses outside structured programs and graduate schools, and also for their
supervisors. Young researchers will be brought together for talks, discussions with established
researchers and a younger generation of scientists on interdisciplinary questions, and offered the
chance of manifold exchange about their daily concerns, aims and career planning.
On the basis of the University’s institutional strategy the Schleiermacher-Promotionsprogramm offers
networking and (financial) support for doctoral candidates and their supervisors. The idea is to build a
living forum for scientific exchange, practical support, motivation and problem solving for individually
working doctoral candidates at our University.
The program supports its members in several respects:
-

content-related talks, events, key competence courses, inter-disciplinary exchange,
international networking (e.g. with travel grants),
financial support for courses and workshops,
support in defining individual aims, career-oriented mentoring and coaching, orientation in
career ways by guidance documents, courses and consulting,
supervision agreement to ensure high quality standards,
Schleiermacher seminars: during lecture period: every third Wednesday per month,
establishment of informal researcher groups und topic classes („Schleiermacher-Kollegs“) for
cooperation between supervisors and doctoral candidates in inter-disciplinary projects.

More information:
E-Mail:
Postal address:
Office address:
Coordinator:
Phone:

https:// www.schleiermacher.hu-berlin.de
schleiermacher-promotionsprogramm@hu-berlin.de
10099 Berlin, Unter den Linden 6
10117 Berlin, Luisenstraße 56, room 325
Uta Kaufhold
2093-5320

